Spill locations to be remotely monitored

- Fig Canal at Fig Lateral 2
- Mesquite Alder Canal at Alder Lateral 7
- Acacia Canal at Acacia Lateral 6
- New spill outlet from the Dogwood Canal
- Olive Moss Eucalyptus Canal at Eucalyptus Lateral 14
- New EHL Sidemain Spill at Lateral 1
- Improved spill outlet from the Dogwood Canal
- Improved spill outlet from the Evergreen Canal
- Ash Lateral 9 connection to Ash Lateral 15
- Best Lateral connection to the Rockwood Canal
- Rose Canal Reservoir
- Elder Lateral 7 at Elder Lateral 8
- New spill outlet from Fillaree Lateral 1
- Upgrades and New Pumped Outlet to Redwood Canal
- Features
- Pump_Connections
- Mid-Lateral Reservoirs
- Upgrade Reservoirs
- Capacity Reservoirs
- Total Reservoirs
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